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This book of 52 devotionals with interactive Bible studies for teenage girls provides a Christian
perspective on relevant topics such as beauty, jealousy and envy, fear, partying, self-
acceptance, eating disorders, mood swings, perfectionism, and faith.Green's Not Your Best
Color will challenge girls to apply God's Word to their lives, break out of the plastic mold, and be
an original!• Filled with personal stories from the author and teen girls who have survived trials
and challenges to find their original selves.• Each devotional is followed by "Anything But
Plastic"—a study that features questions for personal reflection or discussion, several Bible
verse references for deeper study, and space to journal.• Each Bible study concludes with a
"Beyond Plastic" takeaway challenge.• The devotionals vary in degree of difficulty, emotional
depth, and use of humor.• Great for group discussion or solo use. 

About the AuthorMieka Phillips “gets” the struggles of the teenage years, not just because she’s
lived them, but because she’s spent years teaching, counseling, and mentoring teens. She has
taught dance for 15 years, is an award-winning choreographer, and is currently a dancer and
ballet/modern dance instructor. She is a former high school French teacher and tutor, and loves
interacting with and leading girls in small group Bible studies. She lives in The Woodlands, Texas.
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Sopapilla, “Great for young teens. Bought this for my 12 year old daughter. The content is very
good and has a heavy emphasis on scripture, which I love. There are different topics such as
gossip, appearance, attitude, etc. The author has a little blurb and then the next page focuses
on reading what scripture says and has reflection questions. Some of the "blurbs" are a little
dated (one refers to the popular actress Meg Ryan) but overall a good devotional for young
teens.”

Sherri E - God rocks!, “Great Tool. I am using this book to disciple several young ladies ranging
from Jr. High age to High School age. Very appropriate biblical lessons for everyday problems.
Great discussion starter for ladies this age.”

Michelle , “Five Stars. Excellent”

Michelle A. Foldetta, “Great Teen Devotional. This book has something that every teen girl can
relate to. Each devotional is inspirational and thought provoking. If you know a middle or high
school young lady, Green's Not Your Best Color would make a great gift.”

D. Talley, “"Green's Not Your Best Color". This is a book that I have already read and that I
continue to refer back to often! One thing I like is that it truly has the potential to appeal to all
generations. The author is honest and open about all topics and speaks to those topics from a
teen's perspective, as well as an adult's.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 9 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 224 pages
Reading age: 13 years and up
Grade level: 10 - 12
Item Weight: 1.18 pounds
Dimensions: 6.5 x 0.75 x 8.75 inches
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